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Abstract
In the situation where we have a sequence of two spectrum extensions, we describe a spectral
sequence converging to the topological Hochschild homology of the top spectrum over the base
spectrum, in terms of invariants of the intermediate extensions. The main application is to the
case of topological Hochschild homology of a ring extension, where the base spectrum is taken
to be the sphere spectrum. We get a spectral sequence starting with appropriate algebraic Tor
groups of the topological Hochschild homology groups of a ring, converging to the topological
Hochschild homology of an algebra over it. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 19D55; 16E40; 19D50; 55T99
0. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to use the spectrum homological algebra tools of
Elmendorf et al. [6] to generate basic spectral sequences calculating the topological
Hochschild homology of extensions. The situation we deal with is of algebras A,B,
and C over the sphere spectrum S, where B is an A-algebra and C a B-algebra. We
assume that calculations of invariants of B as an A-algebra and of C as a B-algebra
are more tractable than that of the topological Hochschild homology of C over A.
In the most general case, if we want to calculate THHA(C;M) where M is a C ^AC
op
-
module (and A a commutative ring spectrum, B a commutative A-algebra spectrum, and
C a B-algebra spectrum), Theorem 2.2 gives an E2 spectral sequence
TorTor
B
(C;C
op
)
 ((C);THHA(B;M)) ) THHA(C;M):
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In the cases where M is also a C ^BCop -module, Theorem 2.3 gives an additional E2
spectral sequence
TorTor
B
(C;C
op
)
 ((M);THHA(B;C)) ) THHA(C;M):
When C is commutative and M is a C ^ACop- or a C ^BCop-algebra, respectively,
these spectral sequences are multiplicative with respect to the standard products on
Hochschild homology and topological Hochschild homology.
The method of constructing these spectral sequences is an elaboration of that used
by Zack in [13] for constructing a relative spectral sequence for Hochschild homology
calculations.
The motivation for nding such spectral sequences came from the study of the
topological Hochschild homology of rings, i.e. of the Eilenberg{Mac Lane spectra as-
sociated to rings, over the sphere spectrum. This ring invariant was dened by Bokstedt
[1] as an approachable way of calculating the stable K-theory of the ring (see [5]) and
a target for an improved Dennis-type trace map (see [3]). Bokstedt uses the formalism
of functors with smash products (FSPs) which is dierent than the denition used be-
low, but recent work has proved formally that these two dierent approaches to nding
spectrum models with strictly associative multiplication give equivalent denitions of
topological Hochschild homology.
In the case of Eilenberg{Mac Lane spectra of rings, the spectral sequences above
take the forms
TorTor
K
 (L; L
op
)
 (L; THH(K ;M)) ) THH(L;M); (0.1)
TorTor
K
 (L; L
op
)
 (M ; THH(K ;L)) ) THH(L;M) (0.2)
(see Theorem 3.1), which are further simplied when the K-algebra L is at (see
Corollary 3.3), to give
HHKp (L; THHq(K)⊗KM) ) THHp+q(L;M); (0.3)
HHKp (M ; THHq(K)⊗KL) ) THHp+q(L;M): (0.4)
Since Bokstedt (and see also Breen [4]) calculated THH(Z=pZ) and THH(Z), many
calculations of THH(R) where R is additively a free Z- or Z=pZ-module (see, for
example [7{10]) have implicitly used these spectral sequences, in that the calculations
of THH(R) in them had an easy part coming from the topological Hochschild homology
of the ground ring, and a hard part coming from calculating dierentials on HH(R).
See Applications 3.4 and 3.5 for a more detailed discussion of these. When the ground
ring is Z or Z=pZ, the spectral sequences (0.1) and (0.3) rst appeared in the above
form in the work of Pirashvili and Waldhausen ([12] and [11]) who used dierent
methods, and did not discuss the multiplicative structure.
It is important to notice, however, that the spectral sequences above do not make
any assumptions about the ‘niceness’ of the extension over the ground ring. Thus, they
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give a tool for the study of topological Hochschild homology of a whole new class of
rings.
I would like to thank Peter May for his generous technical advice to me while
writing this paper, and Jonathan Block, Michael Larsen, Roland Schwanzl, and Rainer
Vogt for several useful conversations.
1. The general spectral sequence
We begin by describing an analogue to the following Cartan{Eilenberg spectral
sequence: Let X and Y be unital rings, and assume that X is a right Y -algebra. Let D
be a right X -module, and F a left Y -module. Then there is a spectral sequence with
E2-term
Tor Xp (D;Tor
Y
q (X; F)) ) TorYp+q(D; F)
obtained by replacing D with a free resolution ~D over X , F with a free resolution ~F
over Y , and observing that the right{hand side is the homology of
~D⊗Y ~F = ~D⊗X (X ⊗Y ~F):
Note that if X and Y are commutative and D and F are algebras over X and Y ,
respectively, we may choose algebra resolutions ~D and ~F , and get a product (simulta-
neous multiplication in all factors) on ~D⊗X X ⊗Y ~F which makes TorY (D; F) into an
algebra, and makes the spectral sequence multiplicative. One can always nd algebra
resolutions: we can, for example, take the following resolution of D:
   d0−d1+d2−d3−−−−−−−! X [ X [ X [D]]] d0−d1+d2−−−−−! X [ X [D]] d0−d1−−−−−! X [D]:
We are using the notation X [A] to denote the free monoid-ring on A with coecients
in X , modulo X  0A; di is the evaluation map at the (i + 1)th bracket. This complex,
in fact, comes from a simplicial abelian group, with degeneracy maps si inserting an
extra set of brackets i brackets into each term, by sending a 7! 1[a] at that point.
When X is commutative and D is an X -algebra, the obvious multiplication on each
X [ X [   [ X [A]]   ]] together with the Eilenberg{Zilber theorem give the desired product
on the resolution.
The topological version of this spectral sequence uses the Elmendorf{Kriz{Mandell{
May theory of ring and module spectra [6], and Theorem IV.4.1 there which states
that for an S-algebra R, we have for M a right R-module and N a left R-module a
spectral sequence
Tor(R)p; q ((M); (N )))TorRp+q(M;N ); (1.1)
which is multiplicative by Remark IV.6.5 in [6] when R is a q-cobrant commutative
S-algebra, and M and N are R-algebras.
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Recall that if k is an S-algebra, an k-algebra R is called q-cobrant if the unit
map k ! R is a cobration in the Quillen model category of k-algebras (see section
VII.4 of [6]); similarly R is called a q-cobrant commutative k-algebra if its unit map
is a cobration in the model category of commutative k-algebras. Lemma VII.5.8 in
[6] shows that for any k-algebra, there is a q-cobrant k-algebra mapping to it by
a k-algebra map which is a homotopy equivalence , so if our algebra is not already
q-cobrant we can replace it by a weakly equivalent one which is, and similarly for
commutative k-algebras.
Denition 1.1. If X and Y are algebras over the sphere spectrum S (see [6, Section
II.3]), we call X a right Y -algebra if there is an S-algebra homomorphism  :Y !X
which gives X the structure of a right Y -module.
Corollary 1.2. Let Y be an S-algebra; and X an S-algebra which is a right Y -algebra.
Then for any right X -module D and left Y -module F; there is a spectral sequence
with E2-term
Tor(X ) ((D);Tor
Y
 (X; F)) ) TorY (D; F): (1.2)
If X and Y are q-cobrant commutative S-algebras; and D and F are algebras over
X and Y; respectively; this spectral sequence is multiplicative.
(The leftmost Tor in Eq. (1.2) is the usual algebraic Tor, and the other two are
spectrum Tors in the sense of [6, Section IV.1].)
Proof. Replace D by a weakly equivalent right cell X -module ~D and F by a weakly
equivalent left cell Y -module ~F . Then apply formula (1.1) above, with R=X , M =D,
and N =X ^Y ~F . We get a spectral sequence with E2-term
Tor(X ) ((D);Tor
Y
 (X; F)) (1.3)
converging to
Tor X (D; X ^ Y ~F) = ( ~D^ X X ^ Y ~F)= ( ~D^Y ~F) (1.4)
= TorY (D; F):
To show that when the extra assumptions hold, the spectral sequence is multiplicative,
we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 1.3. Let X be an S-algebra; and let D be a cell X -algebra. Then for any left
X -module N;
TorX (D;N )= (D^X N );
where the smash product is the standard smash product of X -modules.
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Proof. The proof of Theorem VII.6.2 in [6] tells us that since D is a cell X -algebra,
(D; X ) is a relative cell X -module. Thus, we know that there are X -modules Di with
D0 =X and Dn+1 the cober of a map Fn!Dn, where Fn is a wedge of sphere modules
FX (Sq)=FS(Sq)^S X , such that D=
S1
n=0Dn.
We will use induction on n to show that for any left X -module N ,
Tor X (Dn; N )= (Dn ^X N ): (1.5)
The result will follow since both Tor and  respect colimits.
Condition (1.5) holds for n=0, since for any left X -module N ,
(X ^X N )= (N )
and so we get the same result evaluating (X ^X −) on N as we would evaluating it
on a left cell X -module weakly equivalent to N .
For the inductive step, we want to compare the long exact sequence of Tor X (−; N )
of the cobration Fn!Dn!Dn+1 (Proposition IV.1.2 in [6]) with the long exact
sequence of (− ^X N ) of the same cobration. By the inductive hypothesis, the
canonical map between the two sequences is an equivalence for Mn. It is also an
equivalence for Fn: we know that both functors Tor X (−; N ) and (− ^X N ) send
wedges to direct sums, so it suces to check this on free X -modules on a sphere
FX (Sq), where it is obvious since
(FX (Sq)^X N )= (FS(Sq)^S N )= −q(N )
depends again only on the weak homotopy type of N . Finally we apply the ve-lemma.
When X and Y are commutative and D and F are algebras over X and Y , respec-
tively, we replace D by a weakly equivalent cell X -algebra ~D and F by a weakly
equivalent cell Y -algebra ~F . We know that such approximations exist from study-
ing the proof of Lemma VII.5.8 in [6], applied to the categories of X -algebras and
Y -algebras, respectively. Lemma 1.3 tells us that we may use these ~D and ~F for the
roles that the cell-modules had in the original argument of (1.3) and (1.4). As in
the linear case, simultaneous multiplication in all three factors gives us a product on
~D^X X ^Y ~F , which induces a product on the spectral sequence.
2. The relative THH spectral sequences
Corollary 1.2 can be applied to calculations of relative topological Hochschild ho-
mology. Recall that in Section IX.1 of [6] one denes for a commutative q-cobrant
S-algebra R, a q-cobrant R-algebra A, and an A^RAop-module M
THHR(A;M)=Tor
A^R Aop (M;A):
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In the case where A is commutative, Aop is identical to A, so A^R Aop becomes simply
A^RA.
We require q-cobrancy to to make the above denition of topological Hochschild
homology agree with the original bar-construction-type denition. It will of course also
be heavily used to check that various smash products have the right homotopy type,
using Lemma 1.3, approximations, and results from [6],
Before stating the main result, we will prove the following easy lemma:
Lemma 2.1. For C a B-algebra, B a commutative A-algebra, and A a commutative
S-algebra, we have
B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop) = C ^B Cop:
Proof. The smash products in the lemma are dened as the coequalizers
B ^ (B ^AB) ^ (C ^ACop)!!B ^ (C ^ACop)! B ^B^AB (C ^ACop) (2.1)
C ^ B ^ Cop !! C ^ Cop ! C ^B Cop: (2.2)
Observe that the multiplication of B into one of the coordinates in C ^A Cop gives
a map B ^ (C ^A Cop) ! C ^B Cop which equalizes the double maps in (2.1), while
the collapse map smashed on the left with the unit of B gives a map C ^ Cop !
B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop) which equalizes the double maps in (2.2). Then use the universal
property of the coequalizers. 
Theorem 2.2. (i) Let A be a q-cobrant commutative S-algebra; B a q-conbrant
commutative A-algebra; C a q-conbrant B-algebra, and M a C ^A Cop-module. Then
we have a spectral sequence with E2-term
TorTor
B
(C;C
op
)
 ((C);THHA(B;M)))THHA(C;M):
(ii) If A and B are as above, and C is a q-cobrant commutative B-algebra, and M
is a C ^A C-algebra, we have a spectral sequence as above which is multiplicative.
Proof. We apply Corollary 1.2 in the situation
Y =C ^A Cop ; X =C ^B Cop ; D=C; F =M;
to get a spectral sequence
TorTorB(C;C
op
)
 ((C);TorC^AC
op
 (C ^BC
op
;M)) ) THHA(C;M): (2.3)
Observe that C ^BCop is a right C ^ACop -algebra because B lies in the center of C (see
Section VII.1 of [6]). In case (ii), by Remark VII.6.9 of [6] C ^A C and C ^B C are
q-cobrant commutative A-algebras, hence q-cobrant commutative S-algebras.
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To show that spectral sequence (2.3) is the one we want for Theorem 2.2, we need
to show that
Tor B^AB (B;M)=TorC^AC
op
 (C ^B Cop; M):
Replace the C ^A Cop-module M by a weakly equivalent cell C ^A Cop-module ~M
in case (i), and by a weakly equivalent cell C ^A Cop-algebra ~M in case (ii).
Consider, then, B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop) ^C^ACop ~M . On one hand, one can group it as
B ^B^AB ((C ^A Cop) ^C^ACop ~M) = B ^B^AB ~M: (2.4)
We would like to show that
(B ^B^AB ~M) = TorB^AB (B; ~M) = TorB^AB (B;M): (2.5)
The second isomorphism is obvious, since Tor respects weak equivalences. To show
the rst isomorphism, observe that since ~M is either a cell C ^A Cop-module or a cell
C ^A Cop-algebra, by the method of proof of Lemma 1.3 it would suce to prove that
(B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop)) = TorB^AB (B; C ^A Cop): (2.6)
In the case (i) where C is a q-cobrant B-algebra, this follows easily: if C is a retract
of a cell B-algebra D, C^ACop is a retract, by the product of the original retraction with
its opposite, of D^ADop, which in turn is a cell B^AB-algebra. Thus the analog of (2.6)
holds for D ^A Dop, which implies (2.6) for the retract C ^A Cop by diagram-chasing.
In the case (ii) we need to work a little harder. Clearly if we applied the forgetful
functor to the q-cobrant commutative B-algebra C, viewed it as an associative B-
algebra, and took ~C to be a q-cobrant B-algebra weakly equivalent to it in the category
of B-algebras, we could use the argument above to show that
(B ^B^AB ( ~C ^A ~C
op
)) = TorB^AB (B; ~C ^A ~C
op
): (2.7)
To get from (2.7) to (2.6) we need to establish that
~C ^A ~Cop ’ C ^A C (2.8)
and that
B ^B^AB ( ~C ^A ~C
op
) ’ B ^B^AB (C ^A C): (2.9)
Applying Lemma 2.1, verifying (2.9) becomes a question of verifying that
~C ^B ~Cop ’ C ^B C: (2.10)
Both (2.8) and (2.10) follow from Theorems VII.6.5 and VII.6.7 in [6]: since A and
B are q-cobrant commutative S-algebras and C and ~C are obtained from them by
taking q-cobrant algebra extensions and q-cobrant commutative algebra extensions,
as modules they belong to the list dealt with in Theorem VII.6.7, where smash products
preserve weak equivalence.
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On the other hand, we can group
(B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop)) ^C^ACop ~M;
and deduce, using Lemma 2.1, that
((B ^B^AB (C ^A Cop)) ^C^ACop ~M) = ((C ^B Cop) ^C^ACop ~M)
= TorC^AC
op
 (C ^B Cop; ~M) = TorC^AC
op
 (C ^B Cop; M)
(recall that ~M was chosen to be a cell C ^A Cop-module, or a cell C ^A Cop-algebra,
weakly equivalent to M). Putting this together with equations (2.4) and (2.5), we get
our result. 
Alternatively, one can apply the result of Corollary 1.2 to get the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3. (i) Let A be a q-cobrant commutative S-algebra; B a q-cobrant
commutative A-algebra; C a q-cobrant B-algebra; and M a C ^B Cop-module. Then
we have a spectral sequence with E2-term
TorTor
B (C;Cop)
 ((M);THH
A
(B;C)) ) THHA(C;M):
(ii) If A and B are as above; and C is a q-cobrant commutative B-algebra; and M
is a C ^B C-algebra; we have a spectral sequence as above which is multiplicative.
Proof. Apply Corollary 1.2 with
Y =C ^A Cop; X =C ^B Cop; D=M; F =C;
to get a spectral sequence
TorTor
B
(C;C
op)
 ((M);TorC^AC
op
 (C ^B Cop;C)) ) THHA(C;M)
and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 above.
3. Applications to the topological Hochschild homology of rings
The original situation for which this spectral sequence was constructed was for the
calculation of the topological Hochschild homology of ring extensions. In that case,
the form of the spectral sequence can be simplied as we shall see.
All the rings in this section are assumed to be unital. If R is a ring, we use the
notation HR to denote the Eilenberg{Mac Lane spectrum of R. For a ring R and an
R⊗Rop-module N , we follow the usual convention of writing THH(R;N ) as shorthand
for THHS(HR;HN ).
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a commutative ring; L a K-algebra; and N an L-bimodule.
Then we have an E2 spectral sequence
TorTor
K
 (L; L
op)
 (L; THH(K ;N )) ) THH(L;N );
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If the elements of K act on N in the same way on both sides; we also have an E2
spectral sequence
TorTor
K
 (L; L
op)
 (N ; THH(K ;L)) ) THH(L;N ):
If L is commutative and N is an L⊗Lop-algebra or L ⊗K Lop-algebra; respectively;
these spectral sequences are multiplicative.
Proof. We apply Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, with A= S, B=HK , C =HL, and M =HN .
We make sure our models satisfy the necessary q-cobrancy conditions required, oth-
erwise we replace them by models which do.
By Theorem IV.2.1 of [6],
TorHK (HL; HL
op)=TorK (L; Lop);
where the former Tor is a spectrum Tor, and the latter the usual algebraic Tor (one
can easily check that HLop is a model of the Eilenberg{Mac Lane spectrum of the ring
Lop).
Corollary 3.2. Let K be a commutative unital ring and N a at K-module. Then
THH(K ;N )=THH(K)⊗K N
as K-modules. If N is a K-algebra; this is an isomorphism of K-algebras.
Proof. This corollary has been shown by other means, but once one knows the second
spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1 it follows eortlessly: setting L=K , the spectral
sequence becomes
TorKp (N ; THHq(K)) ) THHp+q(K ;N );
which is concentrated in the 0th column and so the spectral sequence must collapse
and there are no extension problems.
In the case where L is projective over K , the spectral sequences of Theorem 3.1
have an even simpler form:
Corollary 3.3. Let K be a commutative ring; L a K-algebra which is at as a K-
module; and N a at L-bimodule. Then we have an E2 spectral sequence
HHKp (L; THHq(K)⊗K N ) ) THHp+q(L;N ):
If K acts in the same way on both sides of N; we also have an E2 spectral sequence
HHKp (N ; THHq(K)⊗K L) ) THHp+q(L;N ):
If L is commutative and N is an L-algebra; these spectral sequences are multiplicative.
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Proof. Clearly if L is at over K , TorK (L; L
op)= L ⊗K L (concentrated in dimension
0). THH(K ;N )=THH(K)⊗K N and THH(K ;L)=THH(K)⊗K L by Corollary 3.2
above.
Application 3.4. Note that when K is a eld, the spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3
is related to the spectral sequence coming from ltration by simplicial skeleta that
Bokstedt used in his calculations of topological Hochschild homology in [2]. If we use
the notation E2(THH(K)) to denote the E2 term of the stable homotopy version of
Bokstedt’s spectral sequence converging to THH(K), Bokstedt’s method shows that
the analogous spectral sequence for L is of the form
E2(THH(K))⊗K HHK (L) ) THH(L);
with 1⊗HHK (L) sitting in the 0th row of the spectral sequence, and the spectral
sequence dierentials on E2(THH(K))⊗ 1 determined by naturality through the in-
clusion K ,!L. One could take the homology with respect to all the dierentials on
the E2(THH(K))⊗ 1 factor in Bokstedt’s spectral sequence and obtain the spectral
sequence of Corollary 3.3. The spectral sequence for K = Z=pZ appears also in [11].
It is unknown whether there exists an algebra over a eld where the spectral sequence
of Corollary 3.3 does not collapse at E2.
Application 3.5. If K = Z, the rst spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1 and the rst
spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3 were rst described by Pirashvili and Waldhausen (in
Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2 of [12]), in the non-multiplicative situation. For K =Z,
the spectral sequences of Corollary 3.3 are dierent from those derived by Bokstedt.
If we use Bokstedt’s spectral sequence for stable homotopy with coecients in Z=pZ
for any prime p, and let E2((THH(Z);Z=pZ)) denote the E2 term of the spectral
sequence converging to (THH(Z);Z=pZ) (which is isomorphic to THH(Z;Z=pZ) {
see the introduction of [10]), the analogous spectral sequences for L are
E2((THH(Z);Z=pZ))⊗ HH(L⊗ Z=pZ)) (THH(L);Z=pZ)
which take coecients modulo one prime at a time. The sequence of Corollary 3.3 deals
with all primes simultaneously. Of course, the extension data relating the
E1-term to the actual THH(L) might be complicated. However, the Bokstedt-type
spectral sequences tell us the ranks of the p-torsion (i.e. the rank of the Z=pZ-vector
space we would get by tensoring THH(L) with Z=pZ) in each dimension, and the
spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3 gives the order of the p-torsion. Thus, the E1
terms of both spectral sequences complement each other and can be put together to
learn more about the torsion of THH(L) than can be deduced from each separately
(without studying Bockstein operators on Bokstedt’s E1 term or extension data on the
E1 term of Corollary 3.3).
As an example, consider the calculation of the topological Hochschild homology of
the Gaussian integers, done in [9] and as part of a more general calculation in [10]. Both
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these calculations proceed by calculating THH(Z[i];Z=2Z[i]), which is isomorphic to
(THH(Z[i]);Z=2Z), and then studying the Bockstein operators on these elements to
learn the order of the torsion.
In terms of the spectral sequence of Theorem 3.1, the spectral sequence arguments
of [9, 10] can be cast as follows: if we look at the spectral sequence
HH(Z[i]; THH(Z;Z=2Z[i])) ) THH(Z[i];Z=2Z[i]); (3.1)
its E1 term is
E1r; s =

Z=2Z[i]; 0 r 3; s=4k;
0 otherwise;
(3.2)
which gives us the Z[i]-module structure of (THH(Z[i]);Z=2Z).
The dierentials of the spectral sequence
HH(Z[i]; THH(Z)⊗Z[i]) ) THH(Z[i])
can be deduced from those of spectral sequence (3.1) by comparison, if we observe as
a corollary of result (3.2) that THH(Z[i]) can have no free part and no 2-torsion in
positive even dimensions, and use the explicit structure of the Hochschild homology
dierentials which give HH(Z[i]; Z=2Z. The result for this spectral sequence is
E1r; s =
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
Z[i]; r= s=0;
Z=2Z[i]; r=1 or r=3; s=0;
Z=2Z[i]; r=2 or r=4; s=4j − 1;
Z=jZ[i]; r=0; s=2j − 1
0 otherwise:
(3.3)
Since the Gaussian integers are commutative, THH0(Z[i])=Z[i]. As was mentioned
earlier, THH2j(Z[i])= 0 for j> 0. For j> 0, THH2j−1(Z[i]) is a Z[i]-module with
4j2 elements by (3.3), which becomes, upon tensoring with Z=2Z, isomorphic to
Z=2Z[i] by (3.2), and upon tensoring with Z=pZ for an odd prime p, isomorphic
to (Z=2jZ)[i]⊗Z=pZ (the latter calculation being very easy since the Gaussian inte-
gers are not ramied at any odd prime). The ring Z[i] is a Dedekind domain, so any
nite module over it splits as a direct sum of modules of the form Z[i]=k for some
prime ideal ; but the above data on THH2j−1(Z[i]) says that for no prime  can we
have more than one summand of the form Z[i]=k . Thus THH2j−1(Z[i]) is a cyclic
Z[i]-module, of order 4j2, and must be isomorphic to (Z=2jZ)[i].
Application 3.6. As an example of rings whose topological Hochschild homology is
unknown, and yet for which the E2 terms of the spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3 are
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well understood, consider THH(k[x; y]=(f(x; y)) where f(x; y)=yn+pn−1(x)yn−1 +
  +p1(x)y+p0(x) is a polynomial in two variables which is monic in one of them,
and k is an arbitrary commutative ring.
Set K = k[x] and L= k[x; y]=(f(x; y)). It is well known (and can be shown for
example by a preliminary application of the spectral sequence of Corollary 3.3) that
THH(k[x]) = THH(k) ⊗k k[1]=(21). Since f is monic in y, it is also well known
that
HHk[x] (k[x; y]=(f(x; y)))=
8>>><
>>>:
k[x; y]=(f(x; y)); =0;
k[x; y]=(f(x; y); @f@y (x; y)); =2i + 1;
Annk[x;y]=(f(x;y))(
@f
@y (x; y)); =2i > 0:
More generally, this method can be applied to the coordinate ring of any hypersurface
over a eld, which can always be made monic in one of the variables by a suitable
change of coordinates. One can construct an analogue to the above spectral sequence
with more than two variables, using the fact that
THH(k[x1; : : : ; xn])=THH(k)⊗k k[(1)1 ; : : : ; (n)1 ]=(((1)1 )2; : : : ; ((n)1 )2):
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